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Duelund Capacitor burn-in before the test. 

I have been cooking them for the last 2 days so they went through at least 50 hours of use so far, 
and I'm planning to cook it for another 100 hours or so before the comparison... 

 

I've had a long session of listening to the music today, mainly with Duelund Pure Copper cast 
and Duelund Tinned copper cast capacitors. Both copper caps are great!  

 

They do sound a bit similar in fact but the higher you move up the Duelund ladder the 
more of separation and clarity you get. 

 

In other words, the copper cast is probably the biggest sounding Duelund cast capacitor with big 
deep bottom end and great imaging, amazing soundstage, neutral and very musical and super 
balanced capacitor. I have rated it as 9! In my 1-10 scale. nothing more to say, one of the best if 
not the best, not cheap but affordable audio capacitor out there.  

 

I didn't know what to expect from Tinned Copper cap as there aren't many reviews or opinions 
about it, they are highly recommended by few speaker building sites and that's about it. I gave it 
about 150h of burn-in period and then started my listening sessions. 

 

To my surprise, the Tinned Copper cast sounds very similar to cast copper! After a few tracks, I 
knew that Tinned Copper offers better soundstage, and sounds wider than Copper cast, at the 
same time it's more detail with greater imaging. The background gets a bit darker probably due 
to better separation of individual instruments and that makes it sound even more 3D than copper 
cast. But don't think that copper cast is way behind, both caps are great. 



 

So, to cut the long story short, 

 

I would rate - copper cast 9 out of 10  

And - tinned copper 9.5 out of 10. 

(Probably the new way to go!) 

And the best affordable capacitor out there at the moment. ...so what is 10!!!? Someone has 
asked me that question before. ;-), 

I honestly don't know but at the moment I would say the Silver cast is 10 or even more. 


